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Some remarks inspired by Mark Goldberg . . .

	Mark Goldberg wrote me after he went to watch a 
kickboxing match.  He noticed that kickboxers (like 
boxers) reflect some interesting quirks.  Beginners often 
knocked each other our quickly -- mostly within the first 
two minutes of the first round.  Experienced fighters 
generally won or lost by the judges' decision after going 
the full distance.  Most characters were capable of 
multiple attacks per second, most rarely did so.

	That was one thing I liked about HEROES/CHAMPIONS -- 
you could get realistic melees where experts punched at 
each other a long time before a resolution occurred (note 
that bare knuckle boxing championships often went a 
hundred or so rounds).

	I've thought of a rule that you could use to make this 
apply in Shadowrun.  Each character gets STR/2 in dermal 
armor (round down).  Physical initiates also get a free 
point of armor for each grade of initiation.  To balance 
this, all damage codes are increased by one degree of 
severity (i.e. L damage weapons become M damage weapons.  
M damage weapons become S damage weapons and S damage 
becomes D damage).

	NEXT . . . fast gun competitors have to be able to 
draw, shoot two targets and re-holster within .25 seconds 
in order to be competitive and at about .20 seconds in 
order to win at a national level.  Normal people can pull 
a trigger in .5 to .6 seconds.

	That's right.  A trained gunslinger could (and some 
did) draw, shoot two people who had the draw on him and 
re-holster before they could pull the trigger.  In 
CHAMPION terms, if a normal had a speed of 2, an advanced 
(non-super) normal could have a speed of 5 or 6.

	If each attack is an action, a fast normal (with a 
gun) has about 8 to 9 actions per second.  It goes as 
follows:  target location and tracking:  .2 seconds.  
Execute on pre-selected targets: approximately .15 
seconds per target.  Adjust: .25 seconds (the need to 
stop and adjust is the reason for the old "fire three 
shots and then pause" rule when there is only one 
target).

	FINALLY, on 100 chip arrays.  A three chip four-D 
hyper cube (that is 34) is 81 chips.  With 32 controllers 
and 32 for redundancy, with one gatekeeper, it totals 100 
chips.  Each array can be set as a node in a three array 
four dimensional hypercube using similar logic (a 10,000 
chip parallel processor with 6,561 times the power of one 
chip (3,439 chips used for overhead and redundancy).

	Note, late 1500, early 1600 Europe had some big 
cities.  Wurttemberg, for example, had 415,000 people 
(before the wars reduced the population to 97,000).  
Germany and France both had about 20,000,000 before the 
wars.

	Next, another Shadowrun write-up, this time from the 
perspective of Dry and Dew.

	Well, Dry never offered to take me to the Space 
Needle.  Admittedly, it was a run against Aztechnology 
that was the main course, but those grifters needed 
swatting.  And the heat earned us this vacation . . .

	Ok, lets begin at the start.  We got word that Mr. 
Johnson needed us bad.  Cash in advance for a run against 
our favorite target.  Spirits Dancing, a tribal shaman we 
owed a favor, told us to take the run before we'd even 
heard it was coming, so we were on line.

	Dew isn't telling you that she lost all of that dinner 
the moment we were into the run.  We had to go at a seam 
in the Aztechnology security that took some custom 
catalysts and a long trip through the sewers.  If I wanted to make money in the sewers, you'd find me going 
ghoul hunting for the bounty.

It was worse when we broke inside.

Worse isn't the word.  Ever seen a toxic sight just 
before it spawned a toxic spirit?  Spirits Dancing had 
sent us into one of those.  The worst bio-hazard spill 
I've ever dreamed of was waiting for us.  Drek and Storm!  
The Astral was alive with elementals, the mundane was 
dancing with bugs and the smell was worse than the 
sewers.  At least it was an easy, clean in and out.

"Clean" isn't the right word.

Well, it didn't get dirty until we were long out.  We 
make it to the extraction point and it is swarming with 
life.  Enough that I backed off and recast my detect life 
spell.  The dockside was glowing with personal enmity and 
lots of life.  Our contact was missing (ok, dead) and the 
Aztechnology spotter was hot on our heels when the roof 
fell in and we broke for cover.

Come clean, we ended up back in the sewers.

Hey, it was the only place the life didn't overlay with 
hostile and intends harm -- good thing I kept you from 
icing those poor kids -- they just showed up scared.  And 
these sewers weren't as bad. 
Anyway, it was back in the sewers.  I'd have expected 
dwarves, living below ground and all, but the place was 
filled with Orks (and a few humans).

Mentioning Dwarves, the guy we rescued from Aztechnology 
had been grabbed by the Humanisclub types.  Turns out 
they had expected to negotiate with us for his return 
when we showed up at the extraction point.  With all the 
fire falling out of the sky we were lucky the Orks 
grabbed a couple guys who knew something.  Otherwise that 
Dwarf would have been toasted with us none the wiser.

Anyway, here we are, dodging the Aztechnology Rescue & 
Retaliation Team, clipped into Humanis schemes and 
dropped in the middle of an Ork colony when they make us 
an offer.  We're shadowrunners, they need an extraction, 
heh, what could be simpler?  If we would like to make a 
little money while Lone Star decides when is the 
politically correct time to interrupt the war upstairs . 
. .

What she means is that the Orks gave us another excuse to 
take a second shot at Aztechnology while the R&R team was 
pinned down and seeing as the Orks knew the location of 
the security systems junction . . . we figured, no 
alarms, no response.  And, the Orks would fade the heat 
on the whole thing.  Aztechnology is full of "efficiency 
experts" and we figured it would be easy to pass for just 
another set of those once we slipped in.  

You're forgetting the advantages of magic makeovers and 
some time in a storeroom.  What else were those corps 
supposed to think with us showing up clean, professional 
and right after things went bad?  You remember the way we 
scrambled recovering that exec Renraku took hostage the 
very same way while we were bodyguarding -- don't get too 
smug.

Anyway, instead of leading us to our employer at the safe 
house when the run was over, the Orks dropped us into a 
nest of Humanis Policlub goons -- what a safe house.

Getting near that crew just about tore your ear off the 
way that Aspen leaf started vibrating ... I digress.

The Humanisclub guys had some sort of inside line on us 
that let them set up their "surprise."  A snitch who just 
happened to work as a Junior to Mr. Johnson.  While Dew 
was sitting in the sewer, wondering if we really had to 
spring the trap again, the Aztechnology decker squad (the 
so-called D Team) showed up.  

Of course there was a fire fight, both of groups going 
for blood to determine who would bushwhack us.  We drew 
a line on the necessary Humanis cut-outs (the guys who 
could identify us) and who Aztechnology didn't get before 
they went down, we did.
 	What Dry means is that we kept tabs on all of the guys 
who had personal enmity towards us and aced them before 
they aced us.

	That left only Mr. Johnson, Jr. who we opened up with 
a can opener . . .

	Actually, rather than let Rust ace him, I had Dry grab 
the only suit that belonged to our employer, who Dancer 
had identified as Mr. Johnson's sidekick.  When he came 
to, we mind probed him, called home and then turned him 
over to his boss, with a full chip set of the details.  
With all the mess, we took the nuyen and went really deep 
to wait out the heat.

	Went deep, i.e. we went to Grant's Pass on the I-5 
corridor, which seemed like it should have been safe.  
Guess if we had never dropped down to the Medford Panzer 
stop to do a little shopping it would have been ok.

	But that's another run.  Blame it on Rust's 
infatuation with rockers.  Heck, you've heard him talk 
about Mercurial, this new rocker was just as hot . . .

	I thought I was velvet, but now I am steel,
	I thought there was hope, but there's nothing to feel
	I thought there was love, but its not to be chosen
	And all that is left is the bitterest poison

	--Opening coda from Poisoned Steel's first album.

SOAPBOX TIME

	If you haven't guessed, I love to lecture.  This 
lecture is on criminals, their motivation (and other 
complex problems), and the solution.

	The truth is that any complex problem usually has 
multiple causes.  And, a multiple cause problem does not 
and will not yield to single solutions.  Making a real 
mess, proper reporting and style guides require single 
themes of reporters -- thus almost all media analysis of 
any problem will lead to single solution focuses or 
statements.

	Crime and criminals are in that category -- multiple 
causes (usually varying by the criminal) and no single 
solution.

	So is peace.  After all, war is generally a crime.

	Peace generally comes in one of two settings.  Pauses, 
while power is balanced (and not fragile, fragile power 
invites violence) or mature (lazy) situations.  Many 
military men have noticed (often with tones of disgust) 
that the decadent can generally not be counted on to do 
their own fighting (knife you in the back, sure, but take 
a risk?!). 
	Most of us have played DIPLOMACY, the pre-WWI game 
where the game models a non-violent, maneuver quasi-war 
(which led to a real war in the real world).  That is 
balance of power modeling, where physical violence 
usually breaks out at some point.

	The other issue is not modeling peace but modeling 
maturity.  The sort of things that make a salaryman in 
Shadowrun stick with his job, endure, avoid risks and 
avoid violence.  

	All you need is a risk-averse role-playing game where 
conflict and violence (and lets expand this to 
non-physical violence) is avoided.  For mature reasons 
(though you could model cowardice in trying to model 
peace, it tends to produce violent opportunists).

	If you haven't guessed, there are lots of ways that 
peace can be modeled, most of them unstable situations 
that reward violence (or at least drive the losers to 
gamble on violence.  WWII Japan saw itself caught between 
being squeezed out in classic DIPLOMACY style or risking 
violence).

	All that is left is trying to model a mature 
preference for non-violent solutions, based on civility 
and various virtues.  In theory that gets preached at 
least once a week all over the country.

The easy way to do it is to model the various kinds of 
peace and the natural consequences, along with historic 
models (to increase "realism."  In real terms, for real 
gamers, increased realism in a game actually means 
increased believability of setting).

So you can model decadence, cowardice, balance of power, 
prosperity, and other models.  When you do it, you need 
to also model different motivations and the effects of 
comparative measuring (after all, very poor people in 
Texas live much better than most people in Ethiopia -- 
yet poor Texans do not see themselves as ready to settle 
down in prosperous bliss).

The easiest format would be inquisitive role-playing.  
Each player is assigned a personality type and goals.  
They are then let loose to pursue those goals in various 
peace milieus.  After each setting is exhausted, a post 
mortem is conducted and the ease and effects of winning 
by violent and non-violent methods are discussed.

I'm not sure you could teach peace this way, but you 
could teach why the crime of war exists.

BOOK TO READ:  The Gun Control Debate:  You Decide, 
Edited by Lee Nisbet, Prometheus Books, Contemporary 
Issues.  Interesting collection of opposing essays. 
SHADOWRUN NOTES

Where have all the young girls gone, long time passing?  
-- old ballad

Lets assume that today there are 250 million people in 
the U.S.A.  It is the year 2049 and you might wonder 
where they all went (flowers & all).

Ok, 15% became elves, 15% orks, 5% dwarves, 2% trolls, 2% 
shapeshifters.  Of the remainder 5% were tribals and 
VITAS got 10% (25% world wide, less in first world 
countries).  The Ghost Dance took out 10% more.

In raw numbers:  30,000,000 elves, 30,000,000 orks, 
10,000,000 dwarves, 4,000,000 trolls and 4,000,000 
shapeshifters.  There are 10,000,000 true tribals and 
about 20,000,000 "pink skins."  138,000,000 is the 
remainder.  30,000,000 in CAL, 20,000,000 in TX, 
30,000,000 in NCE and northern SB.  MW, NE and QU take 
the Canadian population and another 30,000,000 of the 
above.  That leaves 28,000,000 for the rest of the CAS.

You can see why Tir Tairngire (TT) and Salish Shidhe 
(SLS) halted unrestricted immigration.  A lot of those 
elves and orks not otherwise on the charts are up in the 
Athabascan Council (ATH) and Algonkian (ALM) areas, along 
with the last of the back-to-nature types.  Before global 
warming, Juneau, Alaska was as mild as Seattle, now it is 
as mild as San Francisco was.  That entire coast and 
related mountain range is obviously a hotbed of new 
tribal activity.

Catching the rest of the population, many pink skins are 
in UTE or SIO territory and NO Aztlan seems to have taken 
off 10,000,000+ individuals of mixed ancestry (giving 
room for CAS to have an extra 10,000,000 of the left over 
dwarves, orks, elves & such).

Also, given that the 20 year-old Japanese Martians* of 
1990 will be sixty years old in 2050, there are probably 
another 10,000,000 Americans living abroad and doing all 
the real work, opening up demographic slots to be filled 
by non-humans who did not go to the tribal areas.

For comparison, Texas has about 18 million people now 
(about 3.8 million could qualify as tribals), Utah about 
2 million (about 100,000 are tribals).  Texas has 1 
doctor per 536, 1 lawyer per 417; Utah 1 Doctor per 514, 
1 lawyer per 473.  Shadowrunners are probably about as 
rare as lawyers.  On shadowrunners, note that in 
Shadowrun, there is 1 magically oriented person per 100, 
1 magical initiate per 1000, so an initiate is roughly 
twice as rare as a medical doctor, or about one out of 
eight characters if half the mages shadowrun. 
For contrast and comparison, Texas has about 17 million 
people now, Utah about 2 million.  Texas has 1 doctor per 
536, 1 lawyer per 417; Utah 1 Doctor per 514, 1 lawyer 
per 473.  In Shadowrun, there is 1 magically oriented 
person per 100, 1 magical initiate per 1000.  

 	(*In our real world, Japanese youth are completely 
different from their parents in work ethic, etc.  They 
tend to break loose once they either get accepted to 
college or do not do so and find a job.  The common 
parlance is to call them "Martians" since they are so 
different they must be from another planet).


	FURTHER NOTES, Mark Goldberg commented that most 
allied spirits probably have a transitory existence, 
falling prey to the first melee with an elemental or 
spirit present.  Summoned or conjured types tend to 
average around force 5 or 6 in his campaign.

	I assume that most initiates use the power of mask on 
their allies and that most allies are passive in spirit 
fire-fights (except for adding to the effective magic 
attribute of the magician and providing a view to the 
astral).  Also, I assume that an ally that takes a mortal 
shape (one of the powers) appears to be a bird or sword 
or whatever and not a magical creature.

	As to physical initiates and allies, I let the 
initiate have the extra magic points invested in physical 
powers, which seems to be the implication of the rules.  
However, I limit this sharply by requiring that the 
points be available only in the ally's function.

	For example, if your character's ally could manifest 
as spurs, in order to use the power bought with the extra 
magic points gained from the ally, the ally would have to 
manifest and the points would have to be related to the 
use of the spurs (e.g. automatic successes with the spurs 
or increased reaction, effective only when using the 
spurs).  The ally costs a lot of karma and has a much 
more limited role for physical initiates, justifying 
following the rules.  On the other hand, my limits seem 
to give the ally more meaning.

	This leads physical initiate characters to create 
physical telesma for their allies (e.g. real swords, 
manriki-su-gari, knives, etc.).  Such an ally is more 
robust in combat and has other advantages (I allow 
embodied allies to move independently).

	Better, when the characters die, if the spirits go 
free, they often remain with the item, providing another 
class of magical items (with free will, motives, etc.) 
and greater plot depth (e.g. rather than obtaining a +3 
sword as loot, the characters have a force 3 spirit of 
water inhabiting a sword otherwise worth 50,000¥.  They 
need to deal with the spirit in order to make things work 
out as the spirit is a witness, a potential friend, mad 
at the NPC who bound it into the sword, and loot, all in 
one).


COMMENTS ON A&E

Lee Gold:  Am I sure.  Well, I used to be.  Its the party 
line in some martial arts styles I was very fond of that 
multiple weapon use is inferior to single weapon use and 
that weapons can often be inferior to the lack of 
weapons.  I thought about it some more and I'm not as 
sure.  I do know that in fencing a sole rapier is more 
effective than sword and dagger.  I am beginning to have 
doubts as to the general rule (vs specific situations 
where I am certain) -- especially in twin crane knife 
fighting, where two knives are better than one.
	Your players have a combination of discovery and 
achievement, the lack of violence reflecting <<only>> 
your skill as a gamemaster and the realism of your 
execution of the setting. // Difficulty is how hard 
things are in general, challenge is the level or degree 
of opposition in specific.  (E.g. a campaign of starving 
slum dwellers could well have a high difficulty level 
with low challenges.  A campaign set up modelling 
Cherryh's Serpent's Reach could have a medium difficulty 
and high challenge).
	Bodyguards are best as teams.  Look at the attempted 
assassination of President Reagan again.  You'll note a 
variety of response types that pop up (some with 
handlers).

Steve Gilham:  Chaosium appears to have gotten its 
production department together.  You should see more 
useful RQ supplements in the future.  //  Not to mention 
that Tales of the Reaching Moon will have the first Heroquest rules in wide distribution (if you discount my 
set published on floppies with PBS).  //  Let's see if we 
can get Phil Davis to comment on the future of Glorantha 
and the varieties of the White Moon (there are at least 
six or seven different futures, each determined by how 
the White Moon is brought about).

Gerry Chriest:  If you have access to a computer I can 
copy my Shadowrun files over to a 3½" disk and mail them 
to you?  (there is very little on furries not in the A&E 
zine.  Mostly some scenarios and character sheets.  If 
you want, drop me a line and I'll mail you a hard copy 
for free). // The third SR novel allows for creating 
metahuman genesplices the way I posited for furries.  My 
campaign setting has a few furries (less than 200, no 
PCs). // (un)Fortunately, only NPCs own any of the new 
equipment other than a few of the car and van types.

Robin D. Laws:  Turtles in the matrix (not Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles in the Matrix) are terminal or other users 
who use induction or keyboards vs being directly jacked 
in.  All of their personna chips are limited to an 
effectiveness of 3, their reaction is at the lowest 
level, etc. // Physical initiates (and adepts) are 
Shadowrun characters who are magical but who have martial 
arts powers rather than spells.  They are introduced in 
THE GRIMOIRE.  // My Monster Manual mosters include the 
hags, all of the stuff duplicated over from Blackmoor's 
underwater encounters and some misc. stuff.

Gregg Allen:  In Ringworld, "seeing the sights" tended to 
bore most players.  Generally, it was more flavors of 
primates and sex, blended into mush.  Not that it should 
of been, just that it was.
Generally, seeing the sights works best when characters 
have lower levels of power and definite interaction with 
the society and world.  Compare Ringworld to Lee Gold's 
campaign.  Tourists vs. natives.
At least that is what seemed to happen in real campaigns.  
I'm not standing up for reality, just reporting it.

Spike Jones:  My empathy on the unwarranted invasion of 
privacy.  //  Hope that I have not given you too much to 
dislike in my multitude of Shadowrunish zines.  Next ish 
will be the last of those.  //  I actually prefer 
cross-genre play using the RQ/STORMBRINGER/RINGWORLD 
series of compatable rules -- even set up a PBM based on 
them, but my starting players were unable to finish 
(divorces, job losses, etc.).  Shadowrun allows me to 
cross-genre with less effort.  (And yes, if you want the 
various notes, etc. from the cross-genre campaign and 
have access to a computer that reads 3½" floppies, I'll 
send you a copy).

All:  Phil Davis, an experienced Heroquest GM, has moved 
to the SF Bay area.  He has promised to make voluminous 
notes on various HQ rules he has seen and is starting a 
varient SR campaign.  If he follows through on his 
promises, I'll make certain to note his comments in A&E.


